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zhihua yao

“SUDDENLY DELUDED THOUGHTS ARISE”:
KARMIC APPEARANCE IN HUAYAN BUDDHISM

I. Introduction

Many beautiful Zen poems by Bashō (1644–1694) catch the general
spirit of East Asian Buddhism. One of my favorites reads:

Old pond
A frog jumps in
Sound of water.1

In my understanding, the old pond stands for the original, pure, and
tranquil mind, or reality; the frog jumping in represents the arising of
the mind or thoughts; and the sound of water symbolizes the defiled
or deluded world. This simple poem depicts two layers of reality that
are both of great importance to Buddhist practice. The deluded
impure world is where we are, whereas the pure undefiled reality is
what Buddhists are striving for.

To ensure the possibility of attaining such reality, one stream of
Buddhist teaching, known as Tathāgatagarbha Thought, stresses that
the pure state of mind or reality is one’s “original” state, that which is
always already there. What one needs to do is simply to rediscover it.
These teachings make sense for soteriological purposes, but, with
the development of philosophical sophistication among Buddhists, a
pressing issue has emerged: If reality was originally pure and tranquil,
then why is there delusion? How does the deluded mind or deluded
thoughts arise?

This is the so-called problem of delusion among East Asian Bud-
dhists. The mainstream Indian Buddhist schools generally consider it
to be irrelevant. According to the Yogācāra view, for instance, defiled
store consciousness (ālayavijñāna) is conceived in its seed of igno-
rance in beginningless time, and it therefore makes no sense to specu-
late about its origin. In Chinese mind-set, however, it is unreasonable
for something to have an end but no beginning. Thus, in the history of
Chinese and East Asian Buddhism, the issue of the origin of the
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defiled or deluded mind is considered to be the “puzzle of all history.”2

To these Buddhists, the issue is similar to the problem of evil that has
troubled Christian theologians throughout history.

Bashō’s poem hints that the image of the frog’s jump may hold
the key to the problem. But where is the frog from? How does she
jump into the pond? To ponder these issues in more theoretical
terms, we need to examine the concept of yexiang , or
karmic appearance, as developed in the Awakening of Faith
(Dacheng Qixin Lun ) and further elaborated on by a
number of Huayan Buddhist masters, including Zhiyan , Fazang

, Zongmi , and Zixuan . This concept illustrates the
“sudden arising of deluded thoughts,” and provides us with a para-
digm to approach the problem of delusion among East Asian
Buddhists.

II. The Origin of Store Consciousness

The origin of store consciousness (ālayavijñāna) is generally consid-
ered to be an irrelevant issue in the Yogācāra school, but to Zhiyan
(602–668), the second patriarch of the Huayan school, it was impor-
tant. Given his background of studying in the Shelun school
during his early life, Zhiyan is generally considered to have greatly
contributed to the Huayan tradition, particularly in terms of his doc-
trine of the mind. In contrast, the first patriarch Dushun (558–
640) supplied it with practical or institutional instructions, whereas
the third patriarch, Fazang (643–712), contributed to the systematiza-
tion of Huayan teachings.3

Zhiyan’s thoughts on the mind are well-summarized in his chapter
on “Establishing Consciousness-only” in the Huayan Jing Nei Zhang-
men Deng Za Kongmu Zhang , a work he
published shortly after Xuanzang had finished his translation
and composition of the masterpiece Cheng Weishi Lun . In
the seventh section of this chapter, Zhiyan discusses the cessation of
store consciousness. He holds that what actually ceases is the appear-
ance, rather than the substance, of the mind and that this appearance
ceases in the first or tenth stage (bhūmi) of Bodhisattva practice. He
then continues with an interesting discussion of the origin of store
consciousness, as follows.

Question: What does store consciousness rely on as [its] origin?

Answer: A thought (nian ) of ignorance arising at present is the
origin of store consciousness. How do [we] know it? It is stated in
the Xianyang [Shengjiao Lun] : “The ignorant habit of
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beginningless speculation (prapañca, xilun ) is the right cause of
[store consciousness].” Moreover, it is stated in the Awakening of
Faith:“A thought of ignorance is unenlightenment. [If one is] enlight-
ened, [there is] no arising [of such a thought]. [If it] arises, there is
suffering. Effect is not separated from cause.” The matured store
consciousness is the effect. So, [a thought of ignorance] is the origin
of store consciousness.4

In Zhiyan’s answer, nian is a crucial but difficult word to translate.
It goes beyond its literal meaning of the present ( jin ) mind (xin )
and signifies thought, memory, or mindfulness. Nian closely matches
sm

�
rti in Sanskrit and dran in Tibetan, both of which can mean mind-

fulness, as well as memory.5 “A thought arising at present” is the first
arising of mindfulness or memory. It is a primordial state of being
mindful or conscious, that is, conscious of nothing else but itself.

Zhiyan’s answer is formulated in a fairly standard way that can be
found among many East Asian Buddhists. However, his supporting
quotations are more interesting because they show us how to trace the
mode of thinking that inquires about the origin of the defiled mind.
The first quotation is taken from Asa�nga’s Xianyang Shengjiao Lun, a
work only extant in its Chinese translation. This text provides us with
nineteen accounts of evidence for the existence of store conscious-
ness, a third of which are cited by Zhiyan. His citation is actually
slightly different from the original text, which says:“The beginningless
speculation (prapañca) that perfumes is the cause [of store conscious-
ness].”6 According to this text, beginningless speculation serves as the
basis for the sudden arising of the defiled mind in the present. It
appears to be saying that the defiled mind has its origin in speculation,
which, again, is beginningless. So this passage is still in conformity with
the orthodox Yogācāra view that does not really query the origin of
the defiled mind. I do not understand why Zhiyan would choose it to
support his view of the origin of store consciousness. A similar doubt
is raised by an opponent in Zhiyan’s work:

Question: The above treatise [i.e., the Xianyang shengjiao lun] says
that store consciousness takes the increasing karma and defilements
of previous lives as a condition, the beginningless speculation that
perfumes as cause, and the matured consciousness of all produced
seeds as substance. According to this text, the original consciousness
is the substance of birth and cessation. If it is not the cause of birth
and cessation, why is it discussed in terms of the causality of birth and
cessation?

Answer: This is based on the Cheng Weishi Lun, [which aims] to
discern the principle of the mutual relation between cause and effect
in the [stream] of birth and cessation. It is a gate of provision, and
has no ultimate meaning. [We] should know that there is no other
dharma except consciousness. Consciousness is the gate of undefiled
and yet defiled, and it is one of the meanings of tathāgathagarbha.7
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Here, Zhiyan presents us with a complex picture of Yogācāra teach-
ings, wherein the so-called “old Yogācāra” doctrines passed down to
him from the Dilun and Shelun schools interplay with the “new
Yogācāra” views introduced by Xuanzang and his followers. Zhiyan is
arguing against the new Yogācāra view in the Cheng Weishi Lun that
store consciousness is totally defiled and has its roots in the begin-
ningless samsaric world. Instead he agrees with the old Yogācāra view
that modifies store consciousness to be both defiled and undefiled. At
this point, he closely follows the understanding of store consciousness
that appears in the Awakening of Faith, in which it consists of two
aspects: The enlightened and the unenlightened.

III. Karmic Appearance: The Sudden Arising
of Deluded Thoughts

Zhiyan’s quotation from the Awakening of Faith is also slightly dif-
ferent from the original text, which says: “Mind arising on the basis of
unenlightenment is what is called karma. [If one is] enlightened,
[there is] no arising [of such a mind]. [If the mind] arises, there is
suffering. Effect is not separated from cause.”8 The expression “a
thought of ignorance is unenlightenment” seems to be a fabrication of
Zhiyan’s and comes from a passage in which the three appearances of
unenlightenment are discussed.“The arising of the mind” refers to the
concept of yexiang or wuming yexiang , the first of three
appearances.

Literally meaning “karmic appearance,” yexiang is an important
concept in the Awakening of Faith. However, we do not know how
Zhiyan approached this concept, as his two commentaries on the
Awakening of Faith, Dacheng Qixin Lun Yiji and
Dacheng Qixin Lun Shu , have been lost. However,
the term yexiang does appear in one of his quotations from the
La �nkāvatāra Sūtra, which says:

It is not the case that the consciousness of genuine appearance
ceases, but karmic appearance ceases. If the genuine appearance
ceases, then store consciousness would cease. Mahāmati, if store
consciousness ceases, then it has no difference from the heterodox
view of annihilation.9

When comparing it with the available Sanskrit text,10 I find that the
translation by Gu

�
nabhadra, which is cited by Zhiyan, is actually

wrong in saying: “It is not the case that the consciousness of genuine
appearance ceases.” The more correct translation would be
Śik

�
sānanda’s: “It is not the genuine appearance of consciousness that
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ceases” (na svajātilak
� �
sana nirodho vijñānān

�
mā).11 My observation is

supported by another passage in the La �nkāvatāra Sūtra: “Conscious-
ness produces three appearances, i.e., transformative, karmic and
genuine appearance.”12 Here, consciousness is distinguished by its
three appearances, that is, transformative, karmic, and genuine.There-
fore, it makes sense to say that a certain appearance of consciousness
ceases, rather than that the consciousness of an appearance ceases.

In any case, we now know that yexiang is a translation of
karmalak

�
sa

�
na. However, certain references identify its Sanskrit

equivalent as karmajātilak
�
sa

�
na,13 which appears only once in the

La �nkāvatāra Sūtra.14 Karmajātilak
� �
sana is obviously a combination

of karmalak
� �
sana and jātilak

� �
sana. The passage that it appears can thus

be translated as: “Karmic appearance and genuine appearance are
bound together. Because the intrinsic nature of matter is not appre-
hended, Mahāmati, five consciousnesses come to function.”15

Having identified yexiang with karmalak
� �
sana in Sanskrit, and with

las gyi mtshan ning in Tibetan, I find no further exploration of this
concept in the La �nkāvatāra Sūtra apart from the aforementioned
quotations. In most instances of use that I have come across, the term
yexiang, or karmalak

� �
sana, simply refers to the appearance of func-

tions or deeds, as it is literally understood. For example, in Asa�nga’s
Mahāyānasūtrāla

�
mkāra, yexiang is one of the six appearances of

the Buddha. In Paramārtha’s translation of Jueding Zang Lun
, it is one of the six appearances of matter (rūpa).16 In

these cases, it is obvious that yexiang is not used in a technical sense
to refer to a certain appearance of consciousness.

The other text that uses yexiang or karmalak
� �
sana in the same

technical sense is the Awakening of Faith, which is one of the most
influential works among East Asian Buddhists, having shaped the
thinking of all three major Chinese Buddhist schools, namely,
Huayan, Tiantai, and Chan. The authorship of this work has been
hotly debated among scholars since the beginning of the twentieth
century. Most are skeptical of its traditional attribution to Aśvaghosa.
Some identify its author as Paramārtha (500–569), who is credited
with its first “translation,” others the Dilun monk Tanqian (542–
607), and others still the Shelun monk Tanyan (516–588).17

Although they may have different opinions about its authorship, most
scholars would agree that its composition is to a great extent based on
the Chinese translation of the La �nkāvatāra Sūtra. For instance, Lü
Cheng argued that it was based on a particular translation by
Bodhiruci, which in his opinion is poor in quality, and that many
“wrong” views in the Awakening of Faith have their roots in this
translation.18 The continuity in the usage of karmalak

� �
sana between

the two works seems to provide a further evidence for this argument.
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In the Awakening of Faith, karmic appearance is the first of three
appearances of unenlightenment. Unenlightenment stands for the
defiled mind, which is inseparable from the pure mind or from
enlightenment. It states:

Apart from enlightenment, there is no unenlightenment. Because
there is the delusive mind of unenlightenment, [one] can have a term
to refer to true enlightenment. Apart from the mind of unenlighten-
ment, one cannot say anything about the self-appearance of true
enlightenment.19

Both enlightenment and unenlightenment, being inextricably bound
up with each other, constitute the totality of store consciousness.

The three appearances of unenlightenment are karmic appearance,
the appearance of perceiving, and the appearance of objects. They
are partially identical to the three appearances of consciousness
in the La �nkāvatāra Sūtra. We know that karmic appearance is
karmalak

� �
sana, and, in the following paragraphs, I show that transfor-

mative appearance is identical to the appearance of perceiving.
However, genuine appearance cannot be the same as the appearance
of objects, as the former refers to the genuine nature of the mind,
whereas the latter refers to the world of objects. Moreover, in the
Awakening of Faith, these three appearances are of the defiled mind,
whereas in the La �nkāvatāra Sūtra they cover both the undefiled and
defiled mind.

Karmic appearance, or the karmic appearance of ignorance, is the
first appearance of unenlightenment. It is called karma because the
mind first arises at this stage. The arising of the mind is the primordial
state of being mindful or conscious, that is, conscious of only itself, as
there is not yet any distinction between subject and object. It is also
the cause of suffering in later stages. In the second appearance, the
subject that perceives comes into being. This is also called transfor-
mative appearance because it transforms karmic appearance into
subject; that is, it is the transformation from self-consciousness to
consciousness, but not yet consciousness of something. In the third
appearance, objects are generated from consciousness. Because they
are generated from consciousness, objects are considered to be illu-
sory: “On the basis of perceiving, there appears object as illusion.
Without perceiving, there is no object.”20 The third appearance is also
called the appearance of representation, because this is the stage at
which objects are represented.

These three appearances, as the initial activities of the mind, are
also called the three subtleties and are followed by six additional
appearances known as the six coarsenesses: (i) the appearance of
intellect, discriminating between liking and disliking; (ii) the appear-
ance of continuity, memory retaining agreeable and disagreeable
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sensations in a continuous succession of subjective states; (iii) the
appearance of attachment, holding fast to the discrimination between
liking and disliking; (iv) the appearance of speculation over names
and letters, analyzing words, which are provisional; (v) the appearance
of the performance of deeds, producing all variations of deeds; and
(vi) the appearance of suffering due to the fetters of deeds, suffering
karmic causality.

The three subtleties and six coarsenesses consist of nine appear-
ances of unenlightenment, which, again, is an aspect of store con-
sciousness. In the Awakening of Faith, store consciousness is also
called citta (xin ) (mind), from which manas (yi ) (mentality)
arises. Manas has five different names: (i) karmic consciousness, in the
sense that through the agency of ignorance an unenlightened mind
begins to arise; (ii) transformative consciousness, in the sense that
when the mind arises, the perceiving aspect evolves; (iii) representa-
tive consciousness, in the sense that it represents the world of objects
as a bright mirror that reproduces all material images; (iv) intellectual
consciousness, in the sense that it discriminates between different
things, both defiled and pure; and (v) continuous consciousness, in the
sense that it is united with memory and continues uninterruptedly.
The fifth manas is also called manovijñāna (yishi ) (mental con-
sciousness), and is defined as follows in the Awakening of Faith:“What
is called manovijñāna is the continuous consciousness. Because of
their deep-rooted attachment, ordinary people imagine that I and
mine [are real] and cling to them in their illusions. [This conscious-
ness] rests on external objects and discriminates the objects of five
senses and mind. It is called manovijñāna, the separating conscious-
ness, or the object-discriminating consciousness. This consciousness is
intensified by the defilement of holding fast to perverse views and the
defilement of indulgence in passion.”21

The citta–manas–manovijñāna structure in the Awakening of Faith
can be partially identified with the Yogācāra doctrine of eight con-
sciousnesses. Citta is parallel to the eighth store consciousness. The
difference is that citta is both pure and defiled, whereas the eighth
store consciousness is defiled only. Attached to “I and mine,”
manovijñāna is very much identical to the seventh consciousness
manas. The fivefold manas is parallel to the sixth mental con-
sciousness (manovijñāna), although the former is certainly more
complicated.

This analysis offers us a complex structure of the mind. However,
we should note that this structure of mind does not serve as an
epistemology in the Awakening of Faith; rather, it is part of a scheme
of cosmogony that is used to explain how the delusive world comes
into being. For soteriological purposes, this scheme can be reversed to
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a process that moves from coarsenesses to subtleties. Ordinary people
are caught in the appearances of attachment, the speculation about
names and letters, the performance of deeds, and suffering due to the
fetters of deeds. The Bodhisattvas are in the appearances of perceiv-
ing, objects, intellect, and continuity. Finally, the Buddha is in the stage
of karmic appearance.22 As a stage of the Buddha, karmic appearance
functions as a crucial concept in the doctrinal system of the Awaken-
ing of Faith, not only in a cosmogonical sense, but also in a soterio-
logical sense.

IV. Karmic Appearance and Self-cognition

Since its first appearance between 513 and 592, the Awakening of
Faith has attracted large numbers of commentators. More than 100
commentaries have been written, and sixty-one of them have been
preserved. All are based on its first “translation,” except for that by
Zhixu (1599–1655), which was based on the second translation
by Śik

�
sānanda. This second translation is recorded as an actual event

in which the Huayan monk Fazang participated. The Sanskrit text
used, however, could be the one that was translated from the Chinese
by Xuanzang.23 The opinion that the Awakening of Faith is of Chinese
rather than Indian origin is further supported by the fact that all
commentaries on it have been written by Chinese, Korean, or Japa-
nese scholars. There seems to be one exception, the commentary
entitled Shi Moheyan Lun , which is attributed to
Nāgārjuna. This attribution becomes an obvious nonsense, however,
when one looks into its contents. It is now considered more likely to
have been composed by an anonymous Chinese or Korean scholar
between 712 and 774.24

Although an apocryphal commentary, the Shi Moheyan Lun offers
us some important insights into understanding the concept of karmic
appearance. First of all, it states that “karmic appearance does not
distinguish between subject and object. Being the king of mind, its
thoughts cannot be analyzed. Only because of its subtle arising and
flow, it is called karma.”25 Although it is considered to be unanalyz-
able, in its initial stage karmic appearance gives birth to the delusive
world and is categorized into three elements: Independent karmic
appearance, independent associate appearance, and combined active
appearance. These three appearances characterize the subtle move-
ment of karmic appearance. The popular wave metaphor that is per-
vasive in the La �nkāvatāra Sūtra and the Awakening of Faith can be
used to illustrate such movement. Independent karmic appearance is
wind, which blows the water (independent associate appearance), and
together they make a wave (combined active appearance).
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These three elements of karmic appearance are not mentioned
in other commentaries on the Awakening of Faith. Instead, many
commentators have paid attention to the threefold structure
of karmic appearance–perceiving–object, which, at first glance,
comes very close to the structure of self-cognition–subject–object
(svasa

�
mvitti–darśana–nimitta) in Yogācāra teachings. Fazang, the

third patriarch of the Huayan school, was the first to point this out,
identifying karmic appearance with self-cognition. Fazang was to a
great extent indebted to the theoretical structure of the Awakening
of Faith in his systematization of Huayan teachings. In addition, as
he had participated in Xuanzang’s translation team during his early
life, he was also familiar with the new Yogācāra teachings.26 His
familiarity with both the old and new Yogācāra enables him to deal
with the relationship between their two key concepts: Karmic
appearance and self-cognition.

To explain karmic appearance, Fazang distinguishes between
two meanings of karma. In the first meaning, it refers to action in the
sense that it signifies the arising of the mind, and, in the second, it
refers to cause, as the arising of the mind is the cause of suffering. He
states:

Though a thought arises from it, [karmic appearance] is very subtle
because subject and object are not distinguished, although an
appearance is dependently originated. It equals the division of self-
cognition of store consciousness. As it is said in the Treatise of Non-
appearance: “Question: What are the appearance and object of this
consciousness? Answer: [Its] appearance and object cannot be dis-
tinguished. [They are] one body and have no difference.” [We] should
know that this is talking about the karmic appearance of store con-
sciousness. The following two [i.e., perceiving and object] correspond
to subject and object, the [other] two divisions of the original
consciousness.27

Here, Fazang uses ziti fen to refer to self-cognition. Literally
meaning “the division of self-substance,” ziti fen is an alternative
name for self-cognition because it is considered to be a substance. As
it states in the Cheng Weishi Lun: “The thing that object and subject
rely on as self-substance is the division of self-cognition.”28 Zixuan
(965–1038), a Huayan monk during the Song Dynasty, confirmed this
point in his subcommentary to Fazang’s commentary:

According to the [doctrine] of consciousness-only, when the self-
substance of the defiled consciousness arises, it turns into two divi-
sions of appearance. The appearance that possesses object is called
the division of subject. The appearance that is the object of con-
sciousness is called the division of object. Though the words are
different, the meaning is the same. My commentary [says:] Self-
substance corresponds to the division of self-cognition.29
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In his commentary, Fazang understands karmic appearance as the
cause of the delusive world and suffering within it. This is different
from Yogācāra teaching that self-cognition is the effect of cognition.A
well-known passage in Dignāga’s Pramā

�
nasamuccaya states: “What-

ever the form in which it [viz., a cognition] appears, that [form] is the
object of perception. The act of perception and its effect are, respec-
tively, the form of subject and self-cognition. Therefore, these three
are not separated from one another.”30

One way to understand that self-cognition is substance and effect at
one and the same time is to think of it in a teleological way.31 As the
final result of perception, self-cognition stands at the end of the
process and acts as a substance for such perception. In this sense, it
does not stand at the beginning of perception to serve as a cause. This
way we differentiate the two modes of thinking, which see self-
cognition as an effect or a cause.

Fazang and his Huayan followers seem not to have recognized
such a difference because they favored the cause-mode of thinking
and simply ignored the fact that self-cognition is an effect of cogni-
tion. Among the many commentators on the Awakening of Faith,
Zhixu, a Tiantai monk during the Ming Dynasty, seems to be the
only one to notice this issue and try to reconcile the two ways of
thinking. In his view, the arising of karmic appearance is based on
the mind, which is the substance of all eight consciousnesses. He
goes on to say:

Mind is cognition of self-cognition (*svasa
�
mvittisa

�
mvitti), and karma

is self-cognition. Being enlightened, [one] apprehends the true thus-
ness, thus [the mind] does not arise. Being unenlightened, [the mind]
arises, then there is suffering in [the mind] itself. The effect of suffer-
ing in the mind takes the arising [of the mind] as cause, so in the
Cheng Weishi Lun it takes the third [division], i.e., self-cognition, as
the act of perception, and the fourth [division], i.e., cognition of
self-cognition, as the effect of perception. Like the front and back of
a mirror, they cannot be separated from each other. So it is said that
“effect is not separated from cause.”32

To resolve the cause-effect dilemma, Zhixu refers to the doctrine
of the four divisions of consciousness, which is attributed to the
Yogācāra scholar Dharmapāla (530–561). As all of his works in San-
skrit have been lost, and none was translated into Tibetan, this doc-
trine is recorded only in the Cheng Weishi Lun and the Fodi Jing Lun

, which is attributed to Bandhuprabha et al. According to
these sources, there are primarily two reasons to establish this addi-
tional division of consciousness. First, if cognition of self-cognition is
lacking, then self-cognition cannot be perceived. This is because self-
cognition, being a division of consciousness, should be perceived as a
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subject. Second, as an act of perception, self-cognition should have an
effect, which is cognition of self-cognition. The subject cannot be the
effect of this third division, because it is sometimes not a means of
knowledge.33 In this sense, self-cognition is the effect of a subject, and
the cause of the cognition of self-cognition. However, self-cognition is
not the cause of either subject or object. The difference between the
cause and effect modes of thinking remains. We need to delve further
into what the Yogācāra scholars say about the issue.

The Korean monk Taehyeon (active around 750) is the
only Yogācāra scholar to have written commentary on the Awaken-
ing of Faith. In his Dacheng Qixin Lun Neiyi Luetan Ji

, when discussing the five kinds of manas, he
holds that there should be one additional kind of manas, that is,
svajātilak

� �
sana, or genuine appearance.This genuine appearance is the

first manas, and is followed by karmic consciousness or appearance.
This first manas is called genuine consciousness because it does
not depend on the other kinds. It is also called wisdom-appearance
because of its nature of illumination and is the basis of the other five
manas. It is changeless, whereas the others are conditioned. Taehyeon
also says: “The first two [i.e., genuine and karmic appearance] are the
division of self-cognition of store consciousness, and the next two [i.e.,
transformative and representative consciousness] are the divisions of
subject and object of store consciousness.”34

Taehyeon’s opinion is unique in the sense that he takes genuine
appearance from the La �nkāvatāra Sūtra and treats it together with
the five kinds of manas in the Awakening of Faith. This is similar to
what Zhixu does to consider the mind as a more basic concept. Unlike
Zhixu, however,Taehyeon identifies both genuine and karmic appear-
ance with the self-cognition of store consciousness. We know that he
was familiar with the doctrine of the four divisions of consciousness
because he discussed it in his commentary on the Cheng weishi lun.
His failure to mention this doctrine here is probably due to the fact
that he saw no cause-effect dilemma.

In my view, although karmic appearance can be identified with
self-cognition, their functions within their own doctrinal systems are
not identical. In the Awakening of Faith, karmic appearance, being a
state that the mind is solely aware of itself, functions as the cause of
everything else arising hereafter, including the subjective aspect of the
mind and the illusory world of objects. Whereas in the Cheng Weishi
Lun, self-cognition is the result or effect of the cognitive process that
involves both its subjective and objective aspects. The cause-effect
dilemma reflects a fundamental difference between the Awakening of
Faith and the Cheng Weishi Lun in the way in which they deal with
such issues as self-consciousness. This, again, reflects a difference
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between the old and new Yogācāra teachings in China. The former
is cosmogony-oriented and speculative, whereas the latter is
epistemology-oriented and analytical.

V. Karmic Appearance and the Huayan Cosmogony

From the foregoing discussion, we can see that karmic appearance in
the Awakening of Faith has more cosmogonical than epistemological
importance. In fact, the reason that the Awakening of Faith was so well
appreciated among early Chinese Buddhists is that it supplied them
with a theoretical structure by which to construct a cosmogony, which,
in reverse order, serves the soteriological purpose of attaining enlight-
enment. Zongmi (780–841), the fifth patriarch in both the Huayan
school and the Heze line of Southern Chan, provides us with a
good example of this in his well-known Treatise on the Origin of
Human Beings (Yuanren Lun ).

This article, as its title indicates, is a cosmogonic inquiry into the
origin of human beings. As it states in its preface, the treatise was
inspired by the models of cosmogony presented by Confucianism and
Daoism. Given that Buddhism, in general, lacks such a doctrine, thus
being open to challenge by other religions on such issues as the origin
of human beings, Zongmi attempted to respond. To do so, he first
classified Buddhist teachings into five classes. The lowest is the teach-
ing of humans and devas, which adumbrates the workings of karmic
retribution and is addressed primarily to the laity. The second is the
teaching of Hı̄nayāna, followed by the teaching of Mahāyāna, which
analyzes phenomenal appearances, that is,Yogācāra, and the teaching
that negates phenomenal appearances, that is, Madhyamaka. The
highest class is the teaching of one vehicle that reveals the Buddha-
nature: Tathāgathagarbha Thought. Different teachings within their
own level offer different pictures of cosmogony.After presenting each
of the cosmogonic schemes, Zongmi points out their shortcomings
and proposes improvements. Finally, he reaches the highest class of
teaching, which reveals the Buddha-nature.

In the last part of his article, Zongmi presents an integrated scheme
of cosmogony that comprises all of the five aforementioned classes of
Buddhist teaching and Confucian and Daoist teachings. This cosmog-
onic scheme begins with the “one true intellectual nature,” which is
without birth or cessation, increasing or decreasing, or change or
transformation. Sentient beings are unaware of it because of their
beginningless delusion.This nature is called tathāgathagarbha because
of its concealment. On the basis of tathāgathagarbha, the mind of birth
and cessation appears. The true mind without birth or cessation joins
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together with the illusory mind of birth and cessation to constitute
store consciousness, which has two aspects, that is, the enlightened and
the unenlightened. We then reach the stage at which karmic appear-
ance plays a role:

On the basis of unenlightenment, the initial arising of thoughts is
called karmic appearance. Being unaware of the nonexistence of
such thoughts, [it] turns into the appearances of perceiving con-
sciousness and of perceived object. Again, being unaware that the
object is an illusion of one’s own mind, [one] holds it as a definite
being, which is called attachment to dharma.35

This passage appears to be a summary of what is said in the Awak-
ening of Faith. To Zongmi, however, these are the teachings of
the Yogācāra school, although the threefold structure of karmic
appearance–perceiving–object here is part of a large-scale cos-
mogony, rather than a structure of the mind, as an orthodox Yogācārin
would see it.

This scheme is modified into a ten-stage model in Zongmi’s
Chanyuan Zhuquan Ji Douxu . This model has two
aspects: The ten layers of delusion and the ten layers of enlighten-
ment.The former consist of original enlightenment, unenlightenment,
the arising of thoughts, the arising of perceiving, the appearance of
objects, attachment to dharma, attachment to self, defilements, perfor-
mance of deeds, and experiencing effects. Among these layers, the
third, the arising of thoughts, corresponds to karmic appearance.
Together with the next two, that is, the arising of perceiving and the
appearing of objects, it fits neatly into this scheme of cosmogony. The
ten layers of enlightenment consist of sudden enlightenment, resolv-
ing to attain enlightenment, the cultivation of five practices, spiritual
development, emptiness of self, emptiness of dharma, mastery of
matter, mastery of mind, freedom from thoughts, and attainment of
Buddhahood.36 These ten stages are a reversal of the corresponding
stages in the aforementioned scheme of cosmogony. For instance,
mastery of matter and of mind and freedom from thoughts are the
reverse of the karmic appearance–perceiving–object structure. They
provide a scheme of practice toward enlightenment, which, again, is a
soteriological scheme rather than an epistemological structure.

VI. Conclusion: A Huayan Approach to the Problem
of Delusion

Mou Zongsan, a contemporary Confucian scholar, once criticized the
“sudden arising of deluded thoughts,” as expounded in the Awakening
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of Faith and by the Huayan school as being problematic. Instead, he
appreciated the more “all-rounded” approach (yuanjiao ) devel-
oped by the Tiantai school.37 Mou’s stance indicates tension between
the doctrines of inherent arising (xingqi ) and inherent entail-
ment (xingju ), which are held, respectively, by the two schools.
The Tiantai theory of inherent entailment argues that both the pure
and the impure and good and evil are inherently entailed in human
nature. This leads to monism and, consequently, to the so-called value
paradox, as expressed by Zhili (960–1082), a Tiantai master
during the Song Dynasty: “Other than the devil there is no Buddha;
other than the Buddha there is no devil.”38

Compared to the Tiantai approach to the problem of delusion,
which eventually leads to the value paradox, the Awakening of Faith
and the Huayan tradition provide us with a better solution. Even in
the Tiantai line of thinking, one should not linger on the dialectical
relationship between inherent good and inherent evil, which actually
indicates that the inherent nature or substance of the mind is beyond
good and evil. Instead, the key is to distinguish between inherent good
and good conduct (xiushan ) and between inherent evil and evil
conduct (xiu’e ). But how is good or evil conduct related to
inherent good or evil? Does it evolve from the pure and tranquil
mind? These are exactly the issues that the Huayan tradition
addresses with its theory of inherent arising.

This theory involves a distinction between substance (ti ) and
movement (yong ), which represents a division between, on the one
hand, the substance of the mind, that is, the aspect of the mind as
thusness or the pure mind, and, on the other, the movement of the
mind, that is, the aspect of the mind as birth-and-cessation, or deluded
thoughts. According to this theory of inherent arising, the move-
ment arises from the unmoving substance, and the goal of Buddhist
practice is to eliminate that movement and return to the substance
of quiescence. This is the basic theoretical framework of the
schools of Chinese Buddhism that feature the development of
Tathāgathagarbha Thought. It also reflects basic features of Indian
thought (including Buddhism), which favors quiescence over move-
ment. This is in contrast to the mainstream Chinese way of thinking,
which emphasizes movement and processes that “beget unceasingly”
(shengsheng bu xi ).39 Under such a framework that treats
quietitude as pure, it is natural to attribute the origin of delusion to a
movement that is impure in itself, that is, the sudden arising of
deluded thoughts.

Some may think that the “suddenness” here is unpredictable and
unintelligible. In my view, however, this Buddhist theory resembles
the concept of free will that developed in mainstream Christian the-
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ology after Augustine to address the problem of evil, as well as the
concept of playfulness (lı̄lā) in Indian Vedānta theology that was used
to explain the creation of the illusory world. Recall the image of
Bashō’s poem cited in the beginning of the article.The quantum jump
of a frog signifies the arising of the mind or thoughts, a state of mind
that is solely aware of itself. It is not contributed by an external agency
because the arising or awareness is inherent to the mind or reality
itself, just like the frog comes from the pond itself. It is in the same way
that free will and playfulness are inherent to the individuals them-
selves and manifest freely and suddenly as if unpredictable and
unintelligible.

In the history of religion, there have been two other major
approaches to the problem of evil or delusion. The first is a dualistic
approach that was popular among ordinary religious practitioners in
the East and West. This dualistic approach attributes the cause of evil
or delusion to an external agency such as devil and proposes an
eternal struggle between good and evil, reality and delusion. The
second is a monistic approach such as that of Tiantai which attempts
to maintain the integrity of the reality or goodness, but eventually
leads to value paradox. As compared to these alternative solutions,
the Huayan dynamic approach presents us a more sensible solution to
the problem and deserves to be treated as the mainstream Buddhist
approach the problem of evil or delusion, in the same way as its
counterpart theories of free will and playfulness were treated in
Christian and Vedānta theology.
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